Geo-localizing Multilingual Image Sentiment

- GPS Extraction
- Location Recognition + Geo-coding
- Multilingual Image Sources
- Multilingual Visual Concepts
  - 开心女孩 (happy girl)
  - hombre solitario (lonely man)
  - jolie plage (pretty beach)
- Concept Sentiment
  - 0.401
  - -0.555
  - 0.502

Visualizing Geo-social Image Sentiment

- Flat Map
- 3D Globe by Semantic Cluster
- 3D Globe by Language

Notable Observations

- “小風景” small landscape
- “老街道” old street
- “古建築” ancient architecture
- “old buildings” ANP Cluster highlights regional differences
- “好地方” good place

Photo tourism from Chinese ontology branch

“stare kamienice” (old houses)

“eski evler” (old houses)